SADES CULVERT & CLOSED DRAINAGE SYSTEM VIEWER
AN INTERACTIVE GIS MAP VIEWER DEVELOPED BY GIS PLANNING SECTION

- Zoom Tools +/-
- Home button (returns you to statewide view)

- Link available on DOT intranet under inventory workgroup
  - http://dotweb/organization/workgroups/asset-management/
- Also available at:
  - http://nh.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=e036b2157234e97b050667c2460b871

- Filter by map extent
- Export to Excel
- View multiple attributes in same layer

- Attribute data pop-up
- Scroll through data

- Choose different basemaps

- Filter by town

- Measure length
- Measure Area
- Choose units

- Attribute layer currently being displayed